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rohde & schwarz is one of the worlds leading manufacturers of test & measurement, secure communications, monitoring and network testing, and broadcasting equipment. founded more than 80 years ago, the independent company has an extensive sales and service network with subsidiaries and representatives in more than 70
countries. incorporated in the united states since 1978, rohde & schwarz usa, inc. has a large team of sales and application engineers throughout north america with regional offices in maryland, texas, california, and oregon. we have a world-class service facility in columbia, maryland and our customers can expect extensive after-sales
support, including training, free technical support and close personal contact from our engineers out in the field. to be able to perform diagnostic read-out, diagnostic fault tracing and software download, the vehicle needs to be connected via vehicle communicationequipment to the vida workstation. the communication equipment will
transfer messages between the workstation and the correct receivers in the vehicle. please note thatthis equipment is not included in the vida subscription, it has to be purchased separately. the vida software download tool for vehicles has been developed to be user-friendly and intuitive. it can be used to download, update or re-flash the
vehicle’s controller (ecu), other controllers or specific components of the vehicle. the tool provides diagnostic fault tracing, error messages and status information as well as function lists to facilitate the update process. the vida tool can be used to download a full update or just specific components.
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rohde & schwarz and its local partner have been contracted by the vietnam air traffic management corporation (vatm) to equip nine regional towers across the country with reliable communications solutions. rohde & schwarz will provide the r&s series5200, the most innovative air traffic control (atc) radio on the market, in addition to
certium vcs-4g, the company's ip based voice communications system. these are both part of certium, an advanced communications suite for atc from the microphone to the antenna. the new r&s series5200 radios represent the next generation of vhf and uhf radios for atc communications, increasing system reliability with a new security-

by-design architecture to make air travel even more secure. the radios are future-proof; later system expansions will require no additional hardware thanks to the software defined radio concept. gds2 is a gm global diagnostic interface tool for both current and future gm vehicles that allows techline connect to communicate with a gm
vehicle. this tool is required to diagnose some newer gm vehicles (starting with model year 2021). 2010 and newer gm vehicles require gds2 software running on a local computer, while mdi2 is connected to the vehicle. a techline connect subscription is necessary to run this tool. rohde & schwarz and its local partner have been contracted
by the vietnam air traffic management corporation (vatm) to equip nine regional towers across the country with reliable communications solutions. wireless communication is an important part of the vehicle communication system. one of the important features of the new vcs is the wireless communication systems that provide diagnostic

data to the electronic control units on the vehicle. the wireless communication systems send diagnostic data to the electronic control units from the following locations: 5ec8ef588b
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